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Iteration 0 

Date 12 June 2013 

Time 12pm 

Venue SIS meeting room 4-6 

Attendees Prof Benjamin Gan, Fiona Lee, Tarlo, Xuling 

Absentee(s) Abhilash, Prakhar, Suresh (work) 

Next Scheduled Meeting TBC 

 

Meeting Agenda 
1. To address questions regarding use case, 

scope, and project timeline 

 

Topic Discussion 
 Use Case   Function terms used in proposal scope, milestone, 

and wiki pyramid is not consistent. 

 Function description need to be more in-depth  

 Use table to describe different roles and their 
access rights to different modules 

 Notification use case might not be system 
functionality, as user can manage notifications. 

o Email notification is mandatory, users do 
not have to rights to turn it off 

o Admin must able to adjust the frequency of 
email reminder (e.g. if never response 
within 2 days, send a reminder) 

o User can choose to receive SMS reminder 
to remind them on presentation start time 
etc. They can also manage SMS reminder by 
changing their mobile number.  

  For additional functionalities, come out with use 
case and good to be specific of what you going to 
do for that so that you have an overall idea of the 
project scope 

 Scope  Project scope is too small if we only going to do create 
schedule, create timeslot and email notifications 

a. SSO is more core than email notification, as 
without SSO, you can’t identify the user roles 
and you can’t perform a lot of functionalities. 
And who is going to maintain the user account 
and password if you don’t have SSO? 

 Current wiki page already can handle our three core 
functionalities. No X-factor if the system can’t do 
beyond what wiki can do.  
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 Admin is an important function, can’t put it as 
additional. As every system you need an admin to 
manage access controls and generate reports etc.  

 Project timeline  Coordinate with supervisor on acceptance presentation 
timeslot and book the slot with course coordinator 

 Project timeline should include deployment and testing. 
(Advisable to do three deployments and at least two 
testing, one before mid-term and one before final) 

 Regarding TA and reviewer schedule  TA picks slots they can attend for filming and if they 
can’t make it last min, a helper will be assigned to take 
over (the helper can be another TA or random students) 

 TA can’t propose new slot, they can only choose from 
the existing one 

 For mid-term, both reviewers must attend and they 
both should receive the invitations. Reviewer 1 does not 
have the priority over reviewer 2 

 For final presentation, only reviewer 1 is required 

 VM loan  Email signed/completed VM loan form to Fiona & Agurz 
Leong for the loan of the VM server. 

 Download the form here: 
http://blue.smu.edu.sg/IS480/2013-
2014/Resources.html 

 

The meeting was adjourned at 1.15pm. These minutes will be circulated and adopted if there are no 
amendments reported in the next three days.  
 
Prepared by, 
Dai Xuling 
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